Dear Author’s

Greetings!!

First of all let me thank you for valuable contribution in research & submitting your original unpublished work to IJIFR. I am pleased to inform you that your paper described above has been accepted by the Editorial board members & Chief Editor after double blind peer reviewed process. It has got confirmatory opinion from the reviewers. As per reviewers report, your work is quite satisfactory and appreciable. Inventiveness & most of contents of your work are unequivocally good. This paper will be published online in recent issue (IJIFR, Volume -1, Issue -8, April 2014).

Furthermore, you are advised to download copyright form from our website. After completion send us the self-signed scanned copy of it through our email address as earlier as possible. The copyright form must be submitted within 1-3 days after receiving this letter of acceptance. Please note until we receive the copyright form & proof of payment deposit for publication though your paper will not be uploaded for publication. (Please Ignore if already send)

Note: By using this letter/Document, signifies and acknowledge that you have read the author’s paper submissions guidelines sagaciously. If redundant or duplicate publication is attempted or occurs authors should expect immediate editorial action to be taken including prompt rejection of the submitted manuscript/ Camera Ready Paper. Submission of any manuscript that contains redundant or duplicate publication of the same or very similar research work violates the policies of this journal. This letter/Document will be cancelled automatically if all formalities are not completed in the given period of time.

We really hope you will support us to publish original & authentic research work in near future too.

In the meantime, hope you ‘r well & best wishes.

Dr. Vikas Sharma
Editor-in-Chief
IJIFR, India.
Dated: 22/04/2014